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 Paul Gates
 Professor of History at
 Cornell University and a leading
 expert on the history of public
 domain.

 The California Land Act of 1851

 The California Land Act of March 3, 1851, seemed to mark the
 final step in transferring to the courts full responsibility for adjudi
 cating claims to land granted by foreign governments in territory

 later acquired by the United States. It was framed by members of Congress
 who were familiar with the errors of the past in the adjudication of land
 claims in Missouri, Illinois, Louisiana, and Florida, particularly the use of
 influence at various government levels to secure confirmation of doubtful or

 incomplete grants, and with the crushing burden Congress had carried in
 considering the thousands of private land claims presented to it. The growing
 complexity of public affairs and the increasing tendency of Congress to
 intrude into matters of transportation, education, overseas shipping, rivers
 and harbors improvements, agriculture, and industry were absorbing the
 time of members of Congress who could no longer give the detailed attention
 of the past to private land claims or to the great number of private financial
 claims that were deluging it.

 The California Land Act of 1851, and a similar measure passed in 1855 to
 transfer to the newly established Court of Claims responsibility for passing
 upon the many claims growing out of government activities, were both
 products of conservative coalitions of Whigs and Democrats and were in
 tended to free Congress of the minutia that had absorbed an unconscionable
 amount of attention by members.1 Neither bill was a partisan measure nor
 was the Land Act by any stretch of the imagination an agrarian measure.
 Unlike so much of the land legislation of the time, it contained no loopholes
 through which stultification of its provisions could be achieved. Yet this
 same Act has been the object of more misunderstanding by contemporaries
 and by historians than almost any legislation affecting public lands. This
 early distortion was doubtless somewhat responsible for the partial with
 drawal by Congress from its transfer of authority to the courts by the
 enactment of eleven special interest measures which in turn led to intensive
 lobbying in Washington for numerous other private acts of a similar
 character.2

 In the easygoing days of Mexican California tracts had been granted for
 cattle ranchos ranging from 4,428 to 133,000 acres, and small residence lots
 were assigned in what became San Gabriel, San Francisco, and San Jose. The
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 process of conveying public lands was speeded up after the adoption of the
 secularization law of 1833 and the recovery of the mission lands. In the last
 three years of Mexican control 288 grants were made. Among the persons
 most favored with numerous grants were members of the Abila, Bernal,
 Carrillo, Castro, de la Guerra, Higuero, Pacheco, Peralta, Pico, Sanchez,
 and Vallejo families

 Just before American control was established, the basis was laid for
 numerous fraudulent claims; other claims were rushed through before the
 usual requirements to make them legal could be satisfied. In the last seven
 months of his service as governor, P10 Pico hastily approved 56 "eleventh
 hour" grants of one league or more totalling 1,756,000 acres.3 Under Mexican
 law most of these grants were not complete titles and could be denounced
 and made invalid because they had not been approved by the assembly, had
 not been improved and made into operating ranchos, or had been conveyed
 to others. When California was transferred to the United States by the
 treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, residents were allowed to become American
 citizens or to retain their Mexican citizenship. In either event they were
 promised that property of every kind "shall be inviolably respected . . .
 exactly as if the same belonged to citizens of the United States."4

 Mexican rights were to be interpreted according to Mexican law, not
 American, and questions of title in equity proceedings were to be judged by
 Anglo-Saxon law as interpreted by courts holding property rights in the
 highest regard. No additional rights were to be created in the judicial process
 but neither were any rights to be diminished.5

 American control of California and the discovery of gold created a de
 mand for land, the most desirable of which was in private land claims in the
 coastal valleys and along the San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers. Containing
 nearly 15,000,000 acres, these claims had been scarcely saleable prior to 1846,
 bringing at the most only a few cents an acre. Now, with the inrush of popu
 lation, the need for land for crops and for cities, and the likelihood of swiftly
 rising prices, there was a scramble for land that sent prices to levels that
 promised large returns to speculators. Efforts were made to provide docu
 mentation for incomplete claims, new claims were fabricated, and occupancy
 concessions were transformed into full possessory claims by the alchemy of
 sworn testimony. Only by the most intensive investigation of the hand

 writing, the seals, the quality of the ink and paper on which concessions were
 made, and the closest examination of the parole testimony was it possible to
 separate the most cunningly contrived claims from those which were valid.

 It was desirable that early action be taken to examine the title of the grants
 claimed to have been made by the Spanish and Mexican governments in
 California to segregate them from the public land, that the latter might be
 opened to settlers. Not one of the land claims had been surveyed, and in most
 instances boundaries were entirely non-existent. Unfortunately, other ques
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 tions intervened, including the admission of California into the Union, the
 status of slavery in the territory acquired from Mexico, the slave trade in the
 District of Columbia, the recovery of fugitive slaves in the North, railroad
 land grants, and the donation of swamp lands to the state. These questions all
 had higher priority, and, until the Compromise of 1850 was finally achieved,
 the California land claims had to wait. Nearly five years passed after Cali
 fornia was conquered, and three years elapsed after it became a part of the
 United States, before Congress got around to providing for the adjudication
 of the land claims. By that time almost a hundred thousand people were
 roaming over California looking for gold or for land on which to settle.
 During this long delay the government archives of California were open to
 interference and falsification by the insertation of antedated documents and
 tampering with previously filed documents.

 The usual procedure for testing claims of land granted by predecessor
 governments in areas previously acquired by the United States had been to
 establish boards of land commissioners to pass upon the documentation and
 verbal testimony presented in support of the claims. Final authority for
 confirmation or rejection rested with Congress. Owners of questionable or
 borderline claims were sometimes permitted by Congress to take their cases
 to the district court with a right of appeal to the Supreme Court. Before 1851
 Congress had been burdened with a staggering load of cases. Finding it im
 possible to give individual attention to 27,000 claims, Congress had resorted
 to blanket confirmation of claims of 640 acres or less that had been favorably
 reported by the boards, and later even claims of 1,000 acres, without itself
 giving any serious consideration to them. It had been the practice, however,
 to refer the larger claims, and there were many of them, to the Senate and

 House Committees on Private Land Claims for reports before they came up
 for confirmation or rejection. These committees had to spend countless hours
 sifting through the documents and the testimony and had to resist the de
 mands of the attorneys and the unconscionable lobbyists representing the
 claimants. On occasion Congress defaulted by arbitrarily confirming com
 plete lists approved by the boards; at other times it was quite selective, pick
 ing out claims it deemed sound or which had strong political backing.

 Rejection, however, rarely settled anything for the claimants, especially
 those claiming one or more square leagues (4,428 acres); they came back,
 session after session, aided by the ablest lawyers in the country, and lobbied
 persistently for confirmation. Under this pressure by lawyers, who were
 often past and even present members of Congress, the committees gave way.
 For example, a series of questionable Missouri claims that had been rejected
 over and over again by the boards and by Congress (the last occasion being
 in 1836), was confirmed in 1858. Congress reversed itself, confirming ten
 claims for 110,000 acres along with a number of lesser claims, on no more
 evidence than it had had available earlier.6
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 In the course of handling these thousands of land claims up to 1851 (many
 were not finally settled for another generation) Congress adopted 138
 measures prescribing forms of procedure for the boards, ratifying or reject
 ing their recommendations, and passed 143 special acts confirming individual
 claims approved by the boards, either rejecting the negative action of the
 boards and confirming individual claims or authorizing new trials in the
 district courts. The whole process was an exhausting one, taking up time that
 might better have been given to more important measures.7 By 1851 experi
 ence had shown the advisability of placing the burden of adjudication on the
 courts rather than on Congress.

 The California Land Act of 1851, therefore, marked a major step forward
 in the adjudication of land claims, for it placed full authority for their final
 determination in the courts. A Commission of three members appointed by
 the president was to hear testimony and to study the documents presented by
 the claimants, and a law agent "skilled in the Spanish and English languages
 ... and learned in the law" was to "superintend [i.e., defend] the interests of
 the United States in the premises_" After due deliberation the Commission

 was to confirm or reject the claims.8 From the decision of the Commission
 either side could appeal to the district court. Here new evidence could be
 presented, and the district attorney could contest the Commission's decision
 if he doubted the authenticity of documents presented, the integrity of the

 witnesses, or the interpretation of Spanish and Mexican law. If the district
 attorney was completely satisfied, he could recommend approval of the
 decisions of the Land Commission or the district court favorable to the

 claimants and litigation concerning ownership would then halt. Both the
 government and the claimants had the right of appeal from the decision of
 the district judge to the Supreme Court, though no new evidence was to be
 submitted there.

 A factor seriously delaying the final settlement of many claims was the
 careless manner in which owners had handled their titles. Frequently the
 papers had been lost or destroyed, all requirements for a complete title under
 Mexican law had not been completed, or claimants delayed in submitting
 their claims and then they tried to change their original but vaguely defined
 boundaries to include valuable improvements made by later settlers. Many
 claims were so devoid of improvements or signs of ownership that immigrants
 swept over them, selecting sites and building homes without any knowledge
 that they were on private claims. It was to take years before the last claims

 were confirmed. By that time some owners or their heirs either had lost their
 rights through tax delinquency, mortgage foreclosures, or intra-family liti
 gation, or the titles had been fragmented into so many parts as to make
 division and sale of the land difficult.

 With much of the most promising arable land in California included
 within claims scarcely touched by the hand of man or by his cattle, it be
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 hooved the government to appoint men to serve on the Land Commission, as
 district judges, as government law agents, and as district attorneys who were
 competent lawyers and who would proceed promptly to California and press
 forward expeditiously the tremendous task of adjudicating the claims. Un
 fortunately, all these offices were a part of the patronage system and the
 quality and integrity of the appointees was not always the highest. Two
 appointees as district attorneys, Pacificus Ord and Volney Howard, were
 careless in defending the government title and in at least two instances each
 acquired an interest in a claim which their duties had recently compelled
 them to oppose. Judge I. S. K. Ogier in the Southern District was said to be
 careless about cases, letting them slip by for confirmation without giving
 them the careful scrutiny that Ogden Hoffman did in the Northern District.9
 Although all Federal officials in California were paid higher salaries than
 similar officials in the older states, their income was low compared with those
 of attorneys drawing fees for representing the claimants. The temptation was
 great to resign and work with the claimants, and consequently there was a
 heavy turnover among those holding legal positions. Furthermore, the bur
 den of preparing for the government defense in 813 cases was extraordi
 narily heavy and perhaps lapses could hardly be avoided. It was only with the
 emergence of the dangerous Limantour, Bolton, and Palmer claims to much
 of San Francisco that Congress was induced to make a generous appropria
 tion to send Edwin M. Stanton to provide the defense equal to the best legal
 aid the attorneys for the claimants were showing.

 The heaviest part of the adjudication process had to be done by the court
 of first instance, the Land Commission. It had to evaluate the original docu
 ments in the possession of the grantees and to determine whether they coin
 cided with or were in conflict with those in the archives of the government.
 It also had to take testimony of witnesses to signatures of officials, and to
 occupation and improvement of the ranchos, to hear the arguments of the
 attorneys of the claimants and of the government law agent, and to render a
 decision knowing that appeals might be taken to two higher courts. The three
 years (later five) in which the commissioners were to hear the evidence and
 make their decisions were not quite that long, for the time required for the
 two sets of commissioners to make the journey from the east coast to San
 Francisco has to be deducted.10

 Hiland Hall, chairman of the Land Commission, was a Vermont Whig
 who had gained some experience while in the House of Representatives as
 chairman of a special House Committee to investigate Revolutionary Land
 Claims presented by Virginians which he found not deserving of further
 remedial legislation.11 Hall had been friendly with Millard Fillmore since
 they served together in the House and was appointed by Fillmore in 1851
 Second Comptroller of the Treasury and shortly after was made chairman of
 the Land Commission. He took with him to California two of his sons as
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 clerks of the Commission, one of whom died of the "Panama Fever" on his

 arrival. Harry I. Thornton, the second member of the Commission, had
 moved from Virginia to Alabama where he became a judge of the supreme
 court, a member of the Senate, and a supporter of Henry Clay.12 He may
 have gained some knowledge of the 448 private land claims Alabamians
 presented for confirmation, but I have found no evidence that either he or
 Hiland Hall were familiar with Mexican land law or with the Spanish
 language. Judge Solomon Heydenfeldt of the state supreme court was quoted
 in 1852 as saying that Thornton "is a high toned gentleman" and a liberal

 minded man and "all right," presumably on the claim question.13 The third
 member, James Wilson of New Hampshire, had been in his second term in
 the House of Representatives in 1850 when he announced his resignation as
 he was "about to depart for the State of California."14 He had served as
 surveyor general for the territory of Iowa from 1841-1845 where he doubt
 less had familiarized himself with the public land laws and must have learned
 about the claim of Julian Dubuque for more than 100,000 acres, including the
 lead bearing land along the Mississippi, and the efforts of the Chouteau family
 to gain confirmation of it. With a year or more of residence in California

 when he was appointed to the Commission, he surely had acquired consider
 able information about the claims, since much of the practice of lawyers at
 that time revolved around them. However, he was to serve for less than a year
 before Congress, on a nearly straight party division, rejected his nomination
 on August 31, possibly because of an anti-slavery speech he had made.15 The
 other two Whig appointees were permitted to serve for little more than a
 year before they were dismissed.

 Ignorance of Spanish land law was bad enough, but unf amiliarity with the
 Spanish language was even worse, and this applied to both Whig commis
 sioners and the Democrats who succeeded them. As a later Surveyor General
 of California was to say out of the experience he had gained in trying to
 make up for numerous errors of the commissioners in setting boundaries for
 the claims: "They were dependent upon such translations as they could
 obtain of the original title-papers and upon the oral testimony of witnesses
 produced in support of the same, which oral testimony had to be taken
 through the media of interpreters. The translations of the original title-papers

 were generally crude and often positively incorrect, and the correctness of
 the oral testimony depended on the skill and honesty of the interpreters
 employed to translate the same." At this late time, 1875, he concluded that
 their efforts to determine the boundaries had "resulted in interminable con

 flicts and confusion... in the ... survey of the tracts... which are now
 producing, and will for years to come produce... expensive and ruinous
 litigation."16
 The Whig members of the Commission did not work in complete har

 mony. Thornton seems to have favored easy and swift confirmation of the
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 claims and opposed allowing adverse claimants to intervene in the original
 cases. Hall and Wilson favored allowing adverse parties to intervene,
 seemed to be somewhat stricter in requiring documentary evidence of the
 grants, confirmation by the assembly, and testimony on the degree of
 occupancy. Hall was troubled at Thornton's insistence on delivering long
 minority decisions, and spoke of the "ignorance, the obstinacy and the
 absurdity of Judge Thornton," while praising General Wilson as "a first
 rate man." When Gustavus Henry, an intimate friend of Thornton, was
 appointed to replace Wilson, Thornton was delighted as he would swing
 the balance of the Commission toward his own point of view. Thornton
 was held by the San Francisco Herald to be responsible for the "soundness"
 of the decisions, while law agent George W. Cooley was censured for his
 "disgraceful attitude." Thornton, more than the other commissioners, was
 aware that the victory of Pierce in the election of 1853 was sure to be fol
 lowed by the displacement of the Whig members and that the deadline for
 filing claims was approaching. He urged the "grave necessity" of claimants
 pressing forward their claims.17

 Senator John B. Weller of California gave a partisan judgment of the
 three Whig members of the Commission which should perhaps be some
 what discounted. "They know nothing of the Spanish language. I admit
 they ought to know it. I believe further, that none of the three land com
 missioners know anything of the civil law, unless they have picked up a
 little knowledge of it since their appointment as land commissioners. They

 were, all three of them, common law lawyers."18
 Pierce dispatched three lame duck Democrats to replace Hall and

 Thornton and to fill the vacancy left by Wilson's rejection: Alpheus Felch,
 recently defeated for reelection to the Senate from Michigan, Thompson

 Campbell, and Robert A. Thomas, representatives from Illinois and Virginia
 who were not reelected in 1852. The first two were doubtless familiar with
 public land system, and Felch at least may have known something about the
 942 private land claims in Michigan. Whether they were better prepared to
 deal with the Mexican land claims than their predecessors might be ques
 tioned. An early complaint about the decisions of the new members was
 that they apparently substituted for the principles of equity which had
 earlier been a controlling factor the tendency to insist on the letter of
 Mexican law.19

 The result of this change from Whig to Democratic control of the Land
 Commission and from the emphasis on equity to the more rigid interpreta
 tion of Mexican law is reflected in the decision rendered by the two sets of
 commissioners.20 From January 5, 1852, to April 23, 1853, when news
 reached San Francisco that new commissioners were to displace the Whigs,
 70 claims had been decided, of which 69 were confirmed. The judgment of
 the commissioners was followed on all but one of the claims which were
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 appealed to a higher court.21 Between April 18, 1853, an(^ October 10, 1854,
 325 claims were adjudicated by the new Commission, 223 being confirmed
 and 102 rejected.22 Such a large difference in the leaning of the two groups
 of commissioners bears out the Alta California criticisms and the views of
 other Californians that the new members were tightening up requirements
 for confirmation.23 It should be said, however, that the Whig Commis
 sioners in their efforts to show progress because of the criticism of their
 slowness, seemed to have selected claims that could be easily decided
 favorably. Many of the 68 were never taken beyond the Commission.
 Meantime, Wilson, Hall, and Thornton turned their attention to law

 practice in the defense of the claims against the government. Wilson became
 the attorney for the Larkin and Limantour claims, Hall for a time was
 "consultant" with Halleck, Peachy & Billings, and Thornton became one of
 the most active attorneys pressing for confirmation of the claims. After his
 service was over, Felch likewise became involved in title questions in
 California.24

 With 813 claims to be considered within the three years allowed by the
 Land Act, a period later extended to five years, it must have been apparent
 at the outset that those claims well supported by documents and showing
 clear evidence of occupation and improvement would be easily confirmed.
 In fact 209 claims were carried no farther than the Land Commission,

 whose confirmation or rejection was final as no appeal was taken by either
 side. Of these 209 claims, 84 were confirmed though boundary questions
 might further delay the patent. Under the earlier procedure these 84
 claimants might have had to carry their appeals to Congress for final con
 firmation with all the trouble and expense involved in winning favorable
 action by both branches of Congress. Owners of 125 claims rejected by the
 Land Commission because fraud had been detected, because they over
 lapped other claims, because they were shown to be mere occupancy rights,
 or because they lacked reliable parole testimony accepted the inevitable and
 urged their rights no further.25

 Much has been made of the necessity of the claimants to carry their cases
 to the district court and even to the Supreme Court. It is true, the majority
 of the claims were taken to District Judges Ogden Hoffman and I. S. K.
 Ogier. Ogier was well known to take a highly favorable attitude toward the
 claimants. Challenges by the district attorney were weak, if they were made
 at all, before Black became Attorney General in 1857; and Hoffman leaned
 strongly toward the claimants because of his overwhelming concern for the
 Supreme Court decision in the Fremont case in which he had been over
 ruled. The fees of attorneys for the claimants in cases in the district courts
 should have been modest before Black became Attorney General and
 Stanton was placed in charge of the government defense of claims in San
 Francisco.
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 The early laxity of the district attorneys, Ogier's bias in favor of the
 grantees, and Hoffman's hasty consideration of the negative issues involved
 in the land claims led to the confirmation of highly questionable claims,
 partly because of over dependence on the Fremont decision and partly be
 cause Hoffman seemed quite willing to confirm with the understanding that
 the Supreme Court would pass upon the delicate questions he wished to
 avoid. Some of his early favorable decisions were not challenged, appeal was
 dismissed, and the titles confirmed.

 A case in point is the floating Arroyo Seco claim of Andres Pico to be
 located within 50 leagues of Sacramento, Amador, and San Joaquin Coun
 ties. It was granted to Teodocio Yorba in 1840 and was said to be occupied
 by 1848, though at least some of the witnesses as to occupation had a bad
 record for falsely testifying. After rejection by the Land Commission the
 claimants appealed to the district court where "the case had been submitted
 without argument on the part of the United States or the suggestion of any
 other objections to its validity." Hoffman was thus left to work his way
 through the legal entanglements without help from the district attorney,

 who should have prepared himself to aid in deciding the case. Lacking
 evidence of confirmation by the assembly and proof of continued occupa
 tion, Hoffman approached the claim by showing that Mexico had done
 nothing to denounce or regrant the land, and for the United States to reject
 it now would be tantamount to a destruction of a vested interest and a

 major equity. The Fremont case compelled him to confirm it. Having failed
 to make an argument against it before the district court, the district attor
 ney, apparently with the approval of the Attorney General, allowed the
 claim to be dismissed without further appeal, thus assuring patent when the
 survey was completed. Yet a later memorial of the California legislature
 declared that the grant had been unknown to settlers who had moved upon
 it between 1849-1856, that the settlers maintained it to be an antedated grant,
 and the California legislature called for a Congressional examination of the
 claim. However, the patent had been issued in 1863. Again a questionable
 claim, or at least one against which there were grounds for dismissal, had
 been confirmed.26

 Virtual default by the district attorney was also responsible for the con
 firmation and patenting of the Rancheria del Rio Estanislao of 48,886 acres.
 Confirmed by the Land Commission and not effectively challenged by the
 district attorney before Judge Hoffman, the grant was confirmed by Hoff
 man even though the signatures of the governor and the secretary to the
 grant were "suspicious," the grant was sealed with the questionable Liman
 tour seal, and another vital document had been lost. With the approval of
 the Attorney General the appeal was dismissed in 1857, an^ the patent
 issued in 1863. Before then, evidence was brought forward showing that the
 documents were forged and that there was no justification for the confir
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 mation of the grant, but it was too late to reopen it. Laxity of the govern
 ment attorneys and Hoffman's disinclination to reject claims where there
 seemed any evidence to confirm them produced another serious blunder.
 With the appointment of Jeremiah Sullivan Black as Attorney General

 by President Buchanan, and Black's selection of Edwin M. Stanton as
 principal attorney for the defense of the United States interests in Cali
 fornia claims, the picture changed overnight. The Fremont case lost most of
 its precedent-making significance, and the Supreme Court was persuaded to
 look much more critically at the supporting evidence. With either Black or
 Stanton carrying the government defense before the Supreme Court, Hoff
 man was reversed in 21 cases, and on one he was reversed twice. Some of
 the reversals were based on somewhat technical grounds, but others were
 founded on clear evidence of fraud, perjury, fabrication, antedated and
 otherwise spurious documents, and the employment of "professional wit
 nesses" of standing who were extremely careless in the testimony they
 gave.27

 Cases were carried to the Supreme Court either because of rejection by
 the lower courts or on appeal by the United States because of prior confir

 mation. One hundred eleven cases involving land claims reached the
 Supreme Court, but this number represents many fewer individual cases
 because some of them were before the Court two, three, and four times.
 The Panoche Grande case was before the Court on four occasions, the
 White-Miranda claim three times, and some fifteen claims were there not
 for title but for boundary questions, such as quantity of land to be included
 or other technical matters after ownership had been determined. Less than
 one eighth of the claims ever reached the high court. The Supreme Court
 leaned so far in the direction of leniency in the precedent making Fremont

 Mariposa decisions of 1854 an^ l&55 and again after the appointment of
 Justice Field in 1863 that a reading of the decisions leaves one with the
 feeling that the greatest readiness was shown by the court to accept any
 substantial evidence in the records of the intent of Mexican officials to make

 the grants. Furthermore, as may be seen below, buyers of the claims later
 found to be defective were subsequently permitted to purchase them from
 the government at the privileged preemption price of $1.25 an acre. True,
 there were some hardship cases owing to the discovery of fraud, forgery,
 deception, and plain misunderstanding, but surely Mariano G. Vallejo's
 patents to 68,486 acres and John Sutter's patent to 48,839 acres, if properly
 managed, were sufficient to keep them from poverty. If not, what amount
 would have accomplished that object?

 The Act of 1851 was not "in reality a violation of the Treaty of Guada
 lupe Hidalgo," nor was it "an instrument of evil" or a "devil's instrument."

 There was no such thing as "needless persecution of the grant holders" by
 the Attorney General and the courts, and it was not the Land Acts which
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 "stripped" from the California rancheros their property. Neither were the
 claimants "considered guilty until they had proved them innocent." Ban
 croft's "spoliation of the grant-holders" is sheer nonsense, and his insistence
 that "it would have been infinitely better to confirm promptly all the
 claims, both valid and fraudulent" is evidence of the unreasoned and unjust
 condemnation of the land law which so long characterized elite California
 opinion.28

 Such irrational denunciation of the Land Act of 1851 and of the subse quent history of adjudication under it reveals an astonishing failure to
 appreciate the careful protection Anglo-Saxon-American law has given
 private property. From the days of the Founding Fathers through the nine
 teenth century the legal profession and the courts seem to have been
 obsessed with this need. Furthermore, it was a California lawyer, Stephen J.
 Field, a justice of the state's Supreme Court in 1857 anc^ a member of the
 Supreme Court of the United States from 1863 to 1897, wh? was to make
 the Fourteenth Amendment a bulwark against liberal and radical state
 experiments with limitation upon property rights. More directly pertinent
 here, it was Field who, in a decision assuring Fremont the sole right to the
 gold on his Mariposa rancho, disregarded Mexican law which had reserved
 precious minerals.

 Contrary to the clear intention of Mexican law, Field declared:

 There is something shocking to all our ideas of the rights of property in the propo
 sition that one may invade the possessions of another, dig up his fields and gardens,
 cut down his timber and occupy his land, under the pretense that there is gold which
 he is mining.

 In another case he reversed an earlier California interpretation that precious
 minerals were reserved to the state, holding that the title to them passed
 with a grant of land.29 Field says Professor McClosky was "most fervently
 dedicated to judicial protection of the property owner against 'communistic
 invasions'." While Field was on the bench claim owners surely had the law
 in their favor.30

 From his first appearance on the Supreme Court of the United States,
 Field, as part of his "crusade" in behalf of property rights, took a strong
 stand on California land claims. To quote his own words written late in life:

 "I endeavored, whenever the occasion presented itself, and my associates
 heartily co-operated with me, to protect the Mexican grantees."31 Once a
 shadowy claim was backed by one or more documents, though not all as
 many as were required, and some verbal testimony, though not the most
 reliable or disinterested, he could assume that occupancy and use require
 ments had been met. Field accepted, without apparent question, testimony
 of Mexican officials who were proved in other cases to have antedated
 documents and sworn falsely; he relaxed the practice of requiring full
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 documentation; he restricted the right of adverse interests to challenge
 surveys of claims, as provided in the Act of June 14, i860; he sanctioned
 the enlargement of a grant resulting from erasure in the papers on the
 vague and inconsistent testimony of officials responsible for the erasure; he
 no longer required "cultivation and inhabitance;" and the fact that a man's
 total grants exceeded eleven square leagues was not permitted to have a
 bearing with him. Nor could the discovery of later evidence revealing that
 documents and testimony on which the high court had confirmed a claim
 were forged, antedated or false, change the original decision. "The decision
 is no longer open for consideration, whether right or wrong it has become
 the law of the case. This will not be controverted, . . ." he declared.32

 Though Justice David Davis resisted the persistent influence of Field, the
 latter more commonly carried the court with him, but one may well ques
 tion how far he was wandering in his interpretation of Mexican land law.33

 It was Field who was looked upon as the "most unrelenting foe" of the
 settler element,34 but it was the officials of the General Land Office who
 allowed the many small individual improvements to be included within the
 claims when they were surveyed, Congress which adopted a number of
 measures more favorable to large claims than to settlers, and the local courts
 which allowed ejectment procedures to be used against the settlers. With
 such a combination against them, it was not difficult to convince the settlers
 that government was hostile to them and favored the claimants.

 A particularly sore point was the fact that the United States had sur
 veyed public land, sold it, given patents, and in several instances subse
 quently canceled the patents and declared the land to be a part of a Mexi
 can land claim. Perhaps the most flagrant example of this involved the
 Tolenas grant of three leagues in Solano County, where controversies over
 ownership of grants and boundaries kept residents in a state of uncertainty
 for many years.35 Originally rejected by the Land Commission, Tolenas
 was confirmed by the district court in 1859 and not challenged further.
 However, patenting was delayed owing to a disagreement over a common
 boundary and because the claim was essentially a floating grant, entitling
 the owner to locate three leagues where he wished within a 30 league
 territory between other claims. A portion of that larger area had been
 surveyed by the General Land Office on the assumption that it would not
 be included within Tolenas and had been selected and sold in 1857 by the
 State of California as part of its 500,000 acre internal improvement grant.
 Eleven people bought land thus opened to them by the two governments,
 and over the next eleven years developed their farms, investing sums up to
 $31,000 while assuming that their forthcoming patents were evidence of a
 clear and unquestioned title. But not so in California. J. W. Mandeville,
 Surveyor General for California, reported in i860 that a juridical survey or
 segregation had not been sought either by the government or by the owners
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 of Tolenas, that the latter had not objected to the survey of the adjacent
 lands nor to their subdivision into sections and quarter sections, nor to their
 public sale. He asked the commissioner of the General Land Office if he
 should now include within the survey of the rancho, as the claimant obvi
 ously wanted, the land which had been granted to California and then sold.
 He also enquired whether improvements should be included of settlers who
 had filed their declaratory statements for preemption.36 J. F. Armijo, owner,
 insisted that the improved (and, in eleven instances, patented) land was a
 part of his claim.
 When the survey was finally made, it included all the improved and

 patented lands of the unfortunate eleven. The heirs received their patent in
 1868 and promptly ejected the eleven with the aid of the local court.

 Efforts to secure redress proved fruitless. The California legislature adopted
 a concurrent resolution summarizing the facts relating to the eleven and
 urged Congress to "adjust, settle and fix the losses" sustained by the claim
 ants and to provide for their payment. Responding to the appeal, the Senate
 Committee on Private Land Claims conceded that "the case ... is un

 doubtedly one of great hardship," but declared that the government "was
 guilty of no fraud," that it did not guarantee its title where it was in conflict
 with a private land claim, and that all the damaged parties could recover
 was the amount they had paid for the land, without interest.37

 In the Yokaya case involving eight leagues in Mendocino County, Hoff
 man accepted the explanation for a forged document and confirmed the
 grant.38 The eleven league Rancherfa del Rio Estanislao reached Hoffman
 in 1856, having been confirmed by the Land Commission the previous year.

 Hoffman found that there was "room for doubt as to the genuineness of the
 grant," that the signatures of the Mexican officers on the documents pre
 sented "a somewhat suspicious appearance," that another needed document
 had been "lost," and that he had no more testimony than had been presented
 to the Land Commission. Nevertheless, when the district attorney failed to

 make an argument in opposition, he deemed it wise to accept the judgment
 of the commissioners.39 The decision was not appealed and when it was too
 late to reverse the decision the judge learned that the grant was based on
 fraud and forgery. It was even sealed with the false "Limantour seal."40 The
 laxity of the district attorney and of the Attorney General were more to
 blame than was Hoffman, though he must have been mortified when the
 facts were unearthed.

 A second case involving the laxity of the district attorney was responsible
 for an extremely embarrassing moment for Hoffman when one of his
 decisions seemed to be quite the reverse of an earlier one. In the Petaluma
 case involving the fifteen league (66,622 acre) claim of Mariano Vallejo,
 Hoffman later said that he affirmed the decision of the Land Commission

 "without examination, and on the statement of the District Attorney in
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 open Court, that no valid objection to a confirmation existed." However,
 the grant was four leagues greater than Mexican law permitted in one or

 more direct grants. Subsequently, the Hartnell-Cosumnes direct grant of
 eleven leagues came to trial. With Hartnell's direct Todos grant of five
 leagues, Cosumnes was to have sixteen leagues, or five more than the law
 allowed. Hoffman followed the Land Commission in reducing the Co
 sumnes claim to six leagues, though not without considerable discomfiture.

 That in earlier cases he had confirmed direct grants in excess of eleven
 leagues, "may possibly be the fact," he said, but now that the issue of
 eleven leagues maximum for direct grants was raised, he must abide by it.
 He could only say in extenuation that a part of Petaluma had been granted
 Vallejo for money advanced the government. The inconsistency in the two
 decisions irked Hartnell's heirs who appealed to the Supreme Court, which
 managed to find a rationalization for the difficulty without reversing Hoff
 man.41 Hartnell's heirs could take comfort, however, from the fact that
 they had a third claim (Alisal) confirmed and patented to them which, like
 the other two, was a direct grant to Hartnell and therefore subject to the
 limitation of eleven leagues. The overrun was 1,640 acres.

 California writers have given the impression that the grants made to
 Mexicans were still held by them when Americans gained control in 1846
 or even in 1851 when the Land Commission was established. Actually,
 Americans, English, Scotch, Irish, Germans, and members of other nation
 alities had been penetrating California well before 1846. Some of them had
 married into well established landowning families, and after naturalization
 had received grants, or they or their children had inherited ranchos origi
 nally granted to people of Latin origin.42 As a result of twenty-seven of
 the best known of these mixed marriages (including members of the
 Alvarado, Bandini, Carrillo, Castro, Cota, Estrada, de la Guerra, Lugo,
 Martinez, Ortega, Pico, and Vallejo families) 779,643 acres of land were
 patented to non-Mexican heads of families or their children. Moreover, 13 3
 of the 813 claims presented to the Land Commission had been granted to
 naturalized citizens. These non-Mexican grantees had 90 claims confirmed
 to them for 1,552,000 acres in addition to numerous ranchos that came to

 them through marriage or purchase of Mexican claims. Furthermore, nine
 claims for 150,250 acres that had been granted to combinations of Mexi
 cans and non-Mexicans were confirmed. That it was not only the "poor"
 Californians who "suffered" under the Land Act of 1851 is apparent from
 the fact that 43 claims (for well over 584,000 acres) granted to non

 Mexicans were rejected. Best known of these rejected claimants was John
 Sutter, the Swiss empire builder on the Sacramento who lost his claim for
 97,372 acres, but who could take solace in the 48,827 acres for which he
 received a patent.

 It-is useful to break down into countries of origin these 13 3 non-Mexican
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 original grantees. Thirteen were from England, eleven from Scotland, nine
 from Ireland, six from Germany, three from France, two each from
 Denmark, Switzerland, and Canada (including Nova Scotia), and one each
 from Austria, the Danish West Indies, and Russia. Of the 37 identified
 Americans (including Larkin's children), nine were from Massachusetts,
 six from New York, three each from Maine and Kentucky, two each from
 Connecticut, Missouri, and Ohio, and one each from Indiana, Maryland,
 New Jersey, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Vermont.43

 Among the larger of the grants originally given non-Mexicans were the
 44,362 acre grant to the children of Thomas O. Larkin, two grants totaling
 27,701 acres to Larkin's half brother, John B. R. Cooper, the 48,836 acre
 Sotoyome to Henry D. Fitch, three grants totaling 137,440 acres in which
 John Roland presumably had a half interest,44 the 35,487 Bodega grant to
 Stephen Smith, the 48,747 acre grant to William Gulnac in San Joaquin
 County, three grants to William Hartnell for 73,819 acres, and the Dos
 Pueblos and San Marcos grants of 51,108 acres in Santa Barbara County to
 Nicholas A. Den. Two participants in the Bear Flag Revolt had earlier
 received grants: William Knight, 44,280 acres (which was rejected), and

 William B. Ide, Barranca Colorado for 17,707 acres in Tehama County.
 Other confirmed claims which were to aggravate Californians for years

 after they were patented were the 19,571 Sausalito claim in Marin County,
 the 35,541 acre Yokaya rancho in Mendocino and the 48,866 acre Rancheria
 del Rio Estanislao in Stanislaus and Calaveras Counties. After the Sausalito

 claim was patented, it was charged that there was no evidence of approval
 of the grant by the territorial assembly, that Governor Micheltoreno's sig
 nature was antedated, that other papers were either fraudulent or imperfect,
 that the seal was fraudulently used, that the government law agent had

 withheld information concerning the falseness of a deposition, and that the
 law agent was later shown to have an interest in the claim, though whether
 his interest existed at the time the case was presented is not evident.45

 Non-Mexicans also purchased claims. Long before 1846 they began buy
 ing claims and the process was speeded up thereafter. One of the most
 knowing Calif ornians, an Englishman who had come to California in 1824,
 was naturalized in 1839, and became influential in lumbering and in
 writing, observed in 1847 that in less than a year, "many of the most
 splendid farms in this country, will have to go by the board. All the farmers
 are, with a very few exceptions, deeply in debt to American merchants. I
 think I may say without any fear of exceeding the truth, that half a million
 dollars would scarcely be sufficient to cover their debts. These people have
 no other means of paying those debts but by the sale of their cattle ... or
 their farms. The creditors are already making preparations for the recovery
 of money due to them by individuals in every part of California; they are
 appointing attornies [sic], who will act with vigor in the performance of
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 their obligations, and there is little doubt that many a noble tract of land
 will have to change its owner under the hammer."46 By 1851, 213 claims for
 considerably over 1,992,000 acres had been conveyed to persons born in the
 United States, England, Scotland, Ireland, Germany, and other European
 countries. Some had been sold almost as soon as they were granted to
 persons not entitled to another grant, to unnaturalized residents not entitled
 to direct grants, or to those who were at odds with the granting authority.47
 Only by detailed examination of the county records will it be possible to
 determine what proportion of these early sales were the results of fore
 closures.

 Summing up, we find that 346 (or 42%) of the claims were presented
 by non-Mexicans. In addition, a considerable number of claims had either
 passed to non-Mexicans by 1851 or by the time they were patented, but the
 litigation was carried in the name of the original grantees. How large this
 number may be can only be determined by the closest examination. If the
 Land Act of 1851 acted as "needless persecution of the grant holders" or of
 Royce's "poor Californians," it bore on Americans and other non-Mexican
 grantees or assignees with equal severity. Among the "poor Californians"
 who had one or more of their claims invalidated were such affluent and

 non-Mexican residents as Thomas O. Larkin, John C. Fremont, Abel
 Stearns, John Forster, and Nicholas Den.

 That numerous Spanish speaking Californios lost their great ranchos or
 at least the larger part of them in the first generation after American control
 was established is probably true. Progress meant more intensive use of land.
 Extension of the land tax assured division, just as it was bringing about more
 intensive development and sub-division of the bonanza farms of Indiana and
 Illinois. Litigation was another factor contributing to the breakup of large
 holdings, not only that involved in the adjudication of the Mexican claims
 but also court action resulting from intra-family disputes, conflicts with the
 squatters whose attorneys found numerous flaws in titles long after they

 were confirmed and patented, and the anxiety of claimants to stretch their
 ill-defined boundaries to the utmost, thereby involving them in legal con
 flicts with other owners. Other factors which contributed to the division or

 loss of lands?such as competitive economic existence in a world increas
 ingly influenced by Yankees, debts to meet gambling and horse racing
 losses, mortgages carrying one to three percent a month interest, and
 generally living beyond means?are brought out by Leonard Pitt in The
 Decline of the Californios.

 One of the complaints that writers have made against the Act of 1851
 and its process of examining titles to Mexican land claims in California is
 that it was responsible for long delays in gaining final confirmation and
 titles. Actually, claimants were responsible for much of the delay by
 attempting to include not originally thought of as within their boundaries
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 and later made valuable by the improvements of the settlers. They also
 caused delay by their disinclination to press forward title proceedings,
 because, until they were completed and the boundaries finally determined,
 the owners could exact rents from farm land they ultimately would lose.
 The San Francisco Bulletin of October 1, 1879, charged that the claim
 holders had such a strong interest adverse to final surveys that they evaded
 the law for years.

 Members of Congress were not entirely satisfied with the decision they
 made in 1851 to surrender all share in decision-making respecting the
 validity of the claims in California, nor, in fact, were the claimants who lost
 out in the courts. Though the past handling of the land claims had been
 enormously costly in time of members of the Senate and House Committees
 on Private Land Claims, it had given congressmen an opportunity to render
 valuable favors in exchange for other favors to them or their constituents.

 With the past experience in taking dubious claims to Congress, the Califor
 nia claimants were not ready to accept the finality of the Act of 1851 with
 its statement that claims not filed for consideration within two years from

 March 3, 1851, would be outlawed or that the decision of the Supreme
 Court was the last step beyond which there was no further appeal. Before
 long it was reported that the halls of Congress were swarming with lobby
 ists seeking special favors to apply to California land claims. Notwith
 standing the desire of many members of Congress to abide by the Act of
 1851, Congress adopted a series of special acts: (1) to allow either late
 consideration or reconsideration by the district courts of rejected claims;
 (2) to permit purchasers of claimants' titles which had been rejected to
 repurchase their tracts from the government at $1.25 an acre; (3) to grant
 land office scrip to a claimant whose land had been sold on the assumption
 that two rejections by the Supreme Court should be final; and (4) to con
 firm a claim which had never been judicially considered.48

 The first step taken by Congress granting additional time to owners of
 land claims was an act of February 23, 1854, g*vmg to Henry C. Boggs and
 eight other individual partnerships the privilege of submitting their claims
 to tracts in Salvador Vallejo's Entre Napa rancho in Napa County. Vallejo
 had shown much enterprise in selling portions of his Napa ranchos to more
 than 50 persons. When the Commission began to function there were 43
 subdivisions presented for confirmation of which 12 had been patented by
 1880. Included were 8,365 acres for Otto Frank and 3,178 for Vallejo. An
 attorney for nine small claims ranging from 50 to 348 acres, having been ill
 with smallpox just at the time he had completed his briefing of the cases for
 presentation, persuaded Congress to give him an additional six months in
 which he could take them to the Commission even though the courts, with
 some uncertainty and inconsistency, had endeavored to establish that the
 original grantee or his assignee before subdivision should bring the action
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 for confirmation and not the many owners of subdivisions. Doubtless the
 overburdened members of the Commission and the District Judge were not
 happy at the additional work load, but Congress's will was of course law.
 None of the claims was patented or confirmed by 1880, so we may assume
 that the titles were defective.49

 In 1854 Congress interfered a second time in the adjudication by the
 courts of the many cases before them and with results no more successful,
 except perhaps to increase lawyers' fees. Jose de la Rose, a protege and
 dependent of Mariano Vallejo, who had long been without substantial
 resources, came forth, after the time for presenting claims to the Commis
 sion had passed, with a claim for 270,000 acres in Solano County. It was
 alleged that the claim had been given to him by the governor in the last year
 of Mexican control. The tract being barren of improvements and with no
 apparent claimant, the General Land Office had surveyed five townships
 and had allowed over 100 settlers to enter their preemption claims. Im
 provements worth up to $4,500 had been put upon these 160 acre tracts. A
 claim of such size in Solano County, no matter how dubious, was certain
 to attract lawyers and it was taken up by Calhoun Benham, who had been
 the district attorney in California (1851-1853) when Franklin Pierce dis
 placed him by a Democrat.

 A private bill was introduced in Congress to allow de la Rose or his
 assignee, the Luco family, to submit their claim, despite the deadline, the
 excuse being that de la Rose's wife had abandoned him for Mexico, taking
 all the papers with her. In the usual hurly-burly session every member of
 Congress has a bundle of special measures which with good sponsorship
 may easily be slipped through without discussion, as was the Luco Act.
 However, this act stirred up a hornet's nest in Solano County. A settler's
 paper called it the "Luco Swindle," and denounced the commissioner of the
 General Land Office for withdrawing from further sale all the land within
 the claimed areas.50 Settlers asked Congress that should the Luco claim be
 confirmed it be located only on unsurveyed land which, presumably, was
 the least desirable. Judge Ogden Hoffman, before whom Ulpine's claim
 first came for adjudication, rejected it with considerable certainty, and on
 appeal Judge Grier of the Supreme Court struck it down in a devastating
 decision. Grier found "not the slightest trace of any such grant" in the
 Mexican archives. He declared that many of the supporting witnesses,
 including Mariano Vallejo, had contradicted themselves and each other,
 that the former Mexican officials who had testified in its behalf had lied,
 that the varied stories of improvement on the claims were "mere fabrica
 tions," and that the supporting documents, signatures, and the seal were
 antedated, "false and forged. . . ." We may doubt whether an American
 court ever used stronger language in denouncing the persons responsible for
 bringing such a wretched case before it.51
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 Juan M. Luco, a business man of substance, was not ready to concede
 defeat. He appealed to an act of 1856 granting purchasers of Mexican claims
 which had been struck down as invalid the right to purchase from the
 Government their portion at $1.25 an acre; he demanded the right to
 acquire the entire tract, though much of the land had been settled upon,
 either preempted or homesteaded, and the patents delivered. Fortunately
 for the settlers the register of the land office found for them, declaring that
 the law had stipulated continuous possession, and this Luco could not
 prove.

 In 1862 Congress took two more steps interfering with the action of the
 courts, though one was only to remove a technicality in the way of a
 patent. The second step was, like that of 1854,t0 allow a "poor man" who
 had been badly advised by his attorneys to retry his claim for the two
 league Posa de San Juan Bautista grant. The Senate Committee on the
 Judiciary, to which the bill to permit a retrial was referred, presented a
 report describing the complication into which the claim had fallen because
 of the ignorance of the Spanish language of the attorneys and held that its
 rejection by the district court had been on a technicality raised by the
 district attorney. The committee's report indicated no doubt about the
 claim. The district court, however, rejected it again and on appeal the
 Supreme Court could find no basis for the claim. Congressional interference
 had added to the expenses of the claimant without any return and had
 caused much hard feeling among the settlers on the Posa de San Juan
 Bautista who feared for the value of their improvements.52
 While holding the title of Commandant General for the Mexican gov

 ernment in Sonoma, Mariano Vallejo massed claims for himself totaling
 171,000 acres; however, except for his Petaluma grant, they were incom

 plete, lacked documentation, or had been granted first to another party
 who, seven months before the grants were made, actually had conveyed
 such right as he might gain to Vallejo. Suscol, the largest, including 90,000
 acres in Solano and Napa Counties, lacked required documentation, one or
 more of the documents presented was spurious, verbal testimony was
 questionable, and the Supreme Court in a five to two decision struck it
 down. I have told the story of Suscol elsewhere and need only summarize
 here. Vallejo had sold part of Suscol to others, mostly in large tracts, and
 some improvements such as fencing had been made. With invalidation by
 the Supreme Court the entire area became private domain subject to
 preemption entry according to the Land Act of 1851, and many squatters
 rushed upon the tract to establish their quarter section claims. In 1863
 Congress, under the assumption that the buyers of the Vallejo title were
 farmers living upon the tract, authorized them to preempt their land to the
 extent they had "reduced it to possession." Tracts as large as 5,000 acres
 were thus acquired. The inevitable conflict followed between the Vallejo
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 buyers, most of whom were non-residents, and the squatters seeking the
 right to file their 160 acre preemption entries. Ultimately, the courts held
 for the former, leaving in the wake of their decision a great store of angry
 feeling.53

 In 1864, 1865, and 1866, Congress extended the Suscol principle to buyers
 of three other defective and invalidated claims in Marin, Alameda, and Yolo

 Counties, and in the latter year carried the principle farther by allowing
 buyers of titles of all discredited land claims in California, save those in
 San Francisco, the right to purchase from the government the land they
 "possessed."54 In doing so Congress and the courts were making a mockery
 of section 13 of the California Land Act of 1851 which declared that all
 land in claims which had been finally rejected by the courts "shall be
 deemed, held, and considered as part of the public domain of the United
 States" and of course subject to preemption and homestead entry after 1862.

 The next step by Congress to interfere with the courts in the adjudica
 tion of the land claims in California was in connection with the two con

 flicting claims in Sonoma County, both of which had been carried to the
 Supreme Court on two occasions, and failed in confirmation. After years of
 labor with members of Congress, lobbyists in 1872 succeeded in influencing
 it to return the better of the two claims to the courts for still another try,
 even though the land had long since passed into private hands as preemptions
 on public domain. Instead, however, of regaining the land should the
 claimants win, as they did, claimants were to be entitled to scrip, (the so
 called Valentine scrip). It was the most valuable of all the many types of
 land scrip the government granted, since it could be entered on any un
 reserved public land on which there was no prior entry.

 Having opened to the Miranda-Valentine claimants for San Antonio the
 prospect of gaining valuable scrip for their claim if the courts approved it,
 Congress found itself faced with the demands of owners of other rejected
 claims which had long since been developed by settlers to allow new trials
 and to give the claimants, if successful, scrip in lieu of land. The best known
 claims were the Santillan-Bolton and Barron-Philadelphia Land Association
 claim of the three league Mission Dolores in San Francisco and the 400
 league Iturbide claim on the Sacramento. Failure to gain early confirmation
 led to the abandonment of the hope of recovering city property and the
 substitution of scrip like that allowed to Valentine in the event the courts
 held for the title. In the 1870's the House and Senate Committees on Private
 Land Claims issued seven reports, some favorable and some unfavorable, on
 the Santillan claim, but Congress was not willing to make further issues of
 scrip that could be located on the site of old Fort Dearborn, on the Mission
 Rock in the San Francisco Bay, or on desirable strips of land along Lake
 Merced.

 The annals of Santa Barbara County are replete with controversies over
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 the confirmation and surveying of the boundaries of a number of ranchos
 which aroused intense excitement. It was asserted that influence had been

 used at every level to secure confirmation of the grants and of the surveys
 of both Los Prietos y Najalayegua and the Ex Mission Buenaventura. The
 Prietos claim of one and a half to four leagues apparently was regarded as
 of such slight value and so dubious that no effort was made to take it before
 the Land Commission. Later, when there seemed a possibility of discovering
 quicksilver or oil on the claim, it attracted the interest of Thomas A. Scott,
 President of the Pennsylvania Railroad and a promoter of the Texas and
 Pacific Railroad. Scott was deeply involved in oil land speculations. Partly
 for him and for others, Levi Parsons, a somewhat discredited Democratic

 politician of San Francisco, arranged to buy all or parts of such well known
 ranchos as Simi, Calleguas, La Colonia, Ojai, San Francisco, Canada Larga,
 and Conejo which amounted to 245,000 acres. Other ranchos were leased,
 bringing the total the two controlled to over 300,000 acres. Prietos also
 attracted them because of its proximity to Santa Barbara and its mineral
 prospects.56

 Before any improvements could be made on Los Prietos it was advisable
 that the title be cleared. For a powerful businessman like Tom Scott this

 was not difficult, and in 1866, without any consideration on the floor of
 either house of Congress, Los Prietos was confirmed, the only Mexican
 claim so approved without a judicial trial. The next step was to have the
 boundaries surveyed so as to include the supposed quicksilver and oil bear
 ing land. A government survey was ordered to conform to the "wishes" of
 the claimants which when completed was found to include 47 leagues
 (208,742 acres) and to cover numerous preemption claims and portions of
 the pueblo of Santa Barbara.57 News of the survey greatly excited residents
 of that community and settlers on the lands they thought to be public
 domain and led to a bitter fight to have Congress repeal the act of confirma
 tion. In defense of their expanded claim the attorneys of Scott and Parsons
 argued that the confirmatory act of 1866 made a new grant of Prietos and
 was not subject to the eleven league limitation of the colonization law of
 Mexico.58

 George W. Julian, a battle scarred veteran of settlers' rights and op
 ponent of abuses of the land system, declared that the memorial asking
 confirmation of the grant was a forgery: "the statement of pretended facts
 embodied in the memorial was entirely false; that, in fact, no such grant
 existed, the conditions not having been complied with. . . ." He called it a
 "monstrous conspiracy against justice and decency and the rights of settlers
 on the lands of the Government. . . ." Julian persuaded the House to ap
 prove his measure to repeal the act confirming Los Prietos, but the Senate
 took no action on the bill.59 However, the General Land Office rejected the
 survey and ordered another to be made, which was approved for 48,728
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 acres. This seemed to end what W. H. Hutchinson has called "one of the

 most blatant land fraud cases in the history of California."60 Actually the
 land thieves refused to let go of their enlarged claim. In 1887 they were
 still urging the Commissioner of the General Land Office to reopen the
 survey to enable them to gain the 160,000 acres they contended should be
 included within the grant.61

 Congress was not through with its grant of grace to persons claiming
 Mexican grants. In 1879 it was sufficiently impressed with the application of
 assignees of halfbreed Indian claimants, Jose and Pablo Apis, to authorize
 them to bring their claim to a two league grant of La Jolla, on one of the

 most delightful spots in San Diego County, before the District Court of
 California with a right of appeal to the Supreme Court. In explanation of
 the bill it was said that the Apis family were Spanish and knew no English,

 were not aware of the act of 1851 or its two year limitation and indeed
 their descendants did not know of their delinquency until an attorney
 called for their deed. This appeared sufficient to Congress to justify enact
 ment without any discussion. However, the explanation did not hold water,
 for Pablo Apis could read and write, though he probably was not familiar

 with English, had also been a grantee of Temecula rancho which had been
 confirmed by the District Court in 1857, and had been patented in 1873, or
 six years before the relief act of 1879. Had the Apis title been approved by
 the courts under the act of 1879, that would probably have only marked
 the beginning of a long struggle for further redress, because the measure

 was so ineptly phrased as to leave more questions unanswered than an
 swered. No lands were to be confirmed to the Apis family on which there

 were other antecedent claims, nor would a favorable decision give the con
 firmees any claim for further compensation by the government, and the
 Apis descendants were to execute a release to every person claiming prop
 erty which the decision showed the Apis family once owned.62 In the event
 of victory, Congress would almost surely have been asked for further relief,
 presumably in the form of scrip, as had been awarded Valentine. Congres
 sional weakness in giving way to attorneys struggling for the approval of
 claims they represented in this instance did no harm, as events turned out,
 for the district courts struck down the title which was recognized as valid
 except that continued possession, as required by the Act of 1879, was not
 proved.

 The surviving manuscripts of Albert & Thomas Dibblee, an outstanding
 mercantile and shipping firm in San Francisco and sheep raisers in Santa
 Barbara County enable one to trace their efforts to gain approval of a long
 neglected private land claim, Las Cruces in Santa Barbara County, though
 they do not explain why it took so long for the heirs of the original owners
 and their assignees to commence action. Cruces was adjacent to other
 ranchos of the Dibblees who saw that it would round out their possession
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 and permit enlargement of their operations. They acquired an interest in
 the rancho and in the middle seventies began a move to secure a patent with
 the aid of the ablest attorneys practicing in Washington, Britton and Gray,

 Mullan & Hyde, and Smith & Redington. In 1870 the joint holdings of the
 Dibblees and their partner, Col. W. W. Hollister, ranked with the Flint
 Bixby partnership in the sheep business and later in subdividing and retail
 ing the numerous ranchos they had acquired. Included in their holdings

 were San Julian, Espada, Santa Ana, Gaviota, Salisipuedes, Lompoc, and a
 part of Cruces, or 122,913 acres. In common with most rancho owners in
 Santa Barbara County, they had almost constant trouble with squatters who
 questioned their titles and their boundaries'and persisted in carrying their
 issues to Congress, making it necessary for the rancheros to keep closely
 in touch with their Washington lawyers. Britton & Gray and Smith &

 Redington had formerly served in the Land Office and with Mullan &
 Hyde made use of familiar channels that enabled them to be intimately in
 touch with every step being taken on claims and to exert powerful pressure
 against anticipated harmful action. Settlers who were contesting the large
 Mexican claims thought the officials of the Land Office were strongly
 inclined to favor the claimants, but Albert Dibblee, in 1871, spoke of the
 "former hostility toward our Spanish grants" as continuing to govern the
 department. He was delighted that George Julian, former chairman of the
 House Committee on Public Lands, had been defeated for reelection but
 did not take much comfort from the new officials in the Land Office who

 discredited old monuments and boundaries on the slightest pretext and
 reduced the grants on the assumption that anyone "owning over 160 acres
 ought to be hung, drawn & quartered."63

 By 1876 the Dibblees and Hollister were pulling wires to induce Con
 gress to allow this claim to Las Cruces to be considered by the District
 Court of Southern California. They agreed to pay a $500 fee to win
 approval of a bill for Cruces and acceptance by the Land Office of the title
 to Lompoc. Dibblee was massing the support of Ex-Governor Romualdo
 Pacheco, Pablo and Francisco de la Guerra, Senators Newton Booth and
 Aaron A. Sargent, Congressman Peter Wigginton, Dr. James L. Ord, and
 the mayor of Santa Barbara. He was troubled that the Santillan-Mission

 Dolores claim in San Francisco was revived and pressed upon Congress at
 this time, fearing that it would bring down the wrath of the residents of
 that city upon all private land claims.64 Thomas Dibblee took himself seri
 ously and in the midst of the campaign to secure the confirmation of Cruces
 became depressed at the attitude of Zachariah Chandler, Secretary of the
 Interior who, he said, "must be an Agrarian and a bad man for such a place,
 either acting in interest of the great R. R. Companies, or bidding for
 Squatters' votes."65 Dibblee also found William A. Piper, a one-term
 Democratic congressman from California unreliable, being "one of those
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 fellows who are looking for popularity among the Squatter class, and he
 does not wish to have them think he is going to favor aristocratic land
 owners. . . ,"66

 I have observed that new members of Legislative bodies, and new men as Editors
 and in other capacities, begin with such tendencies, and are under impressions that it
 is very necessary to curry favor with the Squatter element, but afterwards are very
 apt to find they have mistaken their interests, and that these Squatters, after all their
 loud talk, are really insignificant in influence for the advancement of the aspiring
 Politician.

 Dibblee's lobbyists failed to obtain congressional approval for court
 consideration of the title to Cruces in 1876, possibly because Congress was
 troubled at the numerous efforts to reopen long since decided ownerships
 and bored with the conflicts over boundaries of ranchos. Members might
 well have asked why the Act of 1851 had not succeeded in leaving all such
 issues to the courts. In addition to the moves to grant a trial for the title of
 Cruces and to reopen the three league Santillan claim, efforts were being
 made to provide relief for settlers on Pulgas who had made their improve
 ments on land the claimants managed to have included within their bound
 aries, to redraw the boundary of the eleven league Laguna de Tache rancho
 on the Sacramento, to allow a retrial of the 400 league Iturbide claim,67 and
 to cancel the patent to the 942 acre Canada de Guadelupe y Rodeo Vie jo in
 San Mateo County. Also private measures were being pressed upon Con
 gress that would affect the San Vicente the Warner-Aguas Caliente, and
 the Richardson-Sausalito ranchos.

 Just at the time when Congress was feeling the pressures from lobbyists
 asking for numerous measures affecting California land claims it was being
 swamped with other types of claims against the government. As in the
 1850's it considered strengthening or supplementing its act of 1855 to
 handle the many claims which the House Committee on Reform in the
 Civil Service found so numerous as to be considered "blindly or partially"
 and ended in "great abuses. . . ." The original act creating the Court of
 Claims had merely given it advisory authority to pass upon certain types of
 claims and to send its decision to the Secretary of the Treasury for his
 approval and then on to the Congress for its final approval. Legislation of
 1863 and 1866 had given the Court the right to make final judgment, sub
 ject only to review by the Supreme Court, but still limited the kinds of
 cases over which it had jurisdiction. The House Committee on Reform in
 the Civil Service now felt that all claims should go to the Court of Claims
 to avoid the "great abuses" and the "chief source of corruption in Con
 gress," but primarily to rid Congress of another portion of its burden that
 took members away from its more appropriate legislation. Although in
 tended to apply to money claims, all that the Committee said about the
 pressure upon Congress was equally pertinent to the handling of private
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 land claims. Congress had not succeeded in ridding itself of the task of
 reconsidering land claims the courts had decided upon unfavorably to
 powerful economic interests.68

 It was the year the House Committee on Reform in the Civil Service made this report that the Dibblee-Hollister group, picking up where it had
 failed in 1876 succeeded in getting a favorable report from the Senate
 Committee on Private Land Claims which held Cruces to be "a perfect
 grant." As in the Apis case the grantee of Cruces, Miguel Cordero, and his
 family were pictured as knowing no English, "wholly illiterate," and un
 aware of the procedures they needed to follow to gain a United States title.

 Notwithstanding their neglect, their ownership "had been respected by all
 adjacent settlers ... to the present day." The lands had been withdrawn
 from all forms of entry, though by what authority is not evident, and only
 access to the courts stood between the claimants and the security of a
 government patent.60 The report was followed by favorable action on the
 bill proposed by the committee, but only after it was amended to protect
 any rights of settlers previously established on Cruces. The act provided
 that no more than 8,888 acres were to be approved (and exactly that
 amount was included in the patent), no lands to which there were any
 valid preemption or homestead claims were to be included, and the claim
 ants were to execute releases to any persons in possession under preemption
 of homestead filings. Thomas B. Dibblee regarded this amendment as evi
 dence of the "demagogism" of its author, Senator Aaron A. Sargent of
 California, which "asserted itself in exhibiting to squatters his extreme care
 for their rights. .. ." Dibblee scorned Sargent as "a Skunk of a fellow to be
 United States Senator."70 The Dibblee correspondence shows how carefully
 the principals and their lobbyists executed their plans by alerting Senators

 Newton Booth of California and LaFayette Grover of Oregon and mem
 bers of the House Committee on Private Land Claims to the importance of
 the claim and the need to get it before the courts to avoid conflict with
 squatters. While the special bill was being pushed to enactment in Wash
 ington, Thomas Dibblee was trying to buy up the rights of the nine heirs in
 California, hoping to secure five of the nine before enactment of the
 measure.71

 The District court confirmed the grant, and as the government had no
 right of appeal under the special act as it had under the Act of 1851, the
 title could not be carried to the Supreme Court. Boundary questions fur
 ther delayed the issue of the parent and fretted the Dibblees but they were
 resolved by 1883 and the patent finally issued.

 A word should be said about the McGarrahan-Panoche Grande claim

 including quicksilver mines which notwithstanding rejection by the Su
 preme Court, the fact that a district attorney had sanctioned its dismissal
 though he had an interest in it, and other improper relations of owners with
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 public officials, and the absence of any evidence of a grant, was kept before
 Congress for 40 years and came very close to gaining special legislation that
 would have assured confirmation. The claim had been acquired by a corpo
 ration with a capitalization of $5,000,000 which made available liberal ex
 pense accounts for its lobbyists to work for confirmation. Its very compli
 cated judicial history enabled its sponsors to make it appear to some
 members of Congress that an injustice had been done and who therefore
 were willing to support a move to allow the claim to be carried to the
 Court of Claims for another consideration. Its ablest defenders in the

 Senate were Henry M. Teller of Colorado and Eppa Hunton of Virginia,
 who for years had been the principal lobbyist for the claim but now, as an
 equally ardent and knowing supporter, made the strongest argument in its
 favor, after first saying that he no longer was retained by the Company.
 Persistence seemed to pay off?or was it that Congress concluded after
 21 reports of House or Senate committees, some favorable and some un
 favorable, the only way to rid itself of the issue was to let it go to court
 again. In support of the measure Teller remarked about the number of
 favorable reports the Senate committees had made on the claim but did not
 mention that all had been made by him. Both houses in 1892 adopted a
 measure that so controlled the evidence that could be offered as to virtually
 promise confirmation. Benjamin Harrison was too much of a legalist to
 accept this and sent the measure back to the Senate with his veto. Amended
 to remove some of the objections it went to a vote but only after old Justin
 Smith Morrill of Vermont, troubled about many letters that had come to
 light showing how the lobbyists had exerted their influence to get favorable
 action, read sufficient of them to induce enough Senators to change their
 vote and thereby defeat the enactment over the veto. The History of
 Panoche Grande offered no support for the view that Congress should have
 any part in trying claims or in reconsidering action on private land claims
 decided by the Supreme Court.72

 Other efforts were made in Congress to interfere with or set aside
 decisions by the courts and by officials of the General Land Office respect
 ing surveys, which sometimes did not coincide at all to the maps and
 descriptions in the Disenos, (crude maps filed with applications for grants)
 or acreage. In 1887 the Surveyor General for California listed some of the
 claims which, whether worthy of confirmation or not, had been greatly
 enlarged by surveyors whose work was not always subject to judicial con
 sideration. Among patented claims which Congress was asked to reconsider
 and reduce where Muscupiabe (enlarged from one league to 30,144 acres),
 Lomas de Santiago (granted for four leagues but patented for 47,226 acres),
 Milpitas (for two leagues but patented for 43,280 acres), Buena Vista in
 Monterey County (for two leagues but patented for four under two
 names) .73 An issue that greatly delayed the patenting of El Sobrante in
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 Contra Costa County was the effort of H. W. Carpentier to enlarge an
 eleven league grant to include 89,000 acres.74

 One of the most bitterly contested of these efforts to upset a patent
 involved the Pulgas claim of four leagues in San Mateo County, which had
 been rushed through the courts, confirmed, and a survey made to include
 35,240 acres, or more than twice the amount stipulated in the documents.
 Sustained efforts to reduce the acreage seemed on the point of success in
 1879 when Representatives Peter Wigginton and John K. Luttrell, of Cali
 fornia, persuaded the House to approve a measure that would return to the
 courts the right to adjudicate the erroneous or fraudulent survey of Pulgas
 that they had never been able to pass upon and to insist that the Supreme
 Court approval of a four league grant be upheld. The surplus of 17,490
 acres that the owners of Pulgas had gained would be returned partly to the
 public domain and partly to an owner of a neighboring claim. In the course
 of the debate it was estimated that 600,000 acres were "improperly included
 within surveys of private land claims in California. . . ." Although approved
 by a House vote of 103 to 59 the measure was not acted upon by the
 Senate.75

 In summary one may say that the Land Act of 1851 was a statesmanlike
 measure to apply the time-tried system of adjudicating the land claims and
 to make the courts responsible for the entire process, subject to such aid as
 the General Land Office might render. In subsequently interfering with
 that transfer of responsibility, Congress opened Pandora's box, giving an
 opportunity for the revival of controversies over titles long since patented.
 At the same time, evidence was piling up that irresponsible law agents and
 district attorneys had permitted dubious claims to be confirmed, and that
 the General Land Office had sanctioned the surveys of boundaries which to
 include settlers' claims had been extended well beyond the outline in the
 disenos. When government finally recognized how distorted the acreages
 and boundaries were, it sought without success to recall earlier decisions.

 That the preponderance of error benefited the claimants seems clear. It was
 not the Land Act that was responsible for the long and expensive process of
 adjudicating the claims. Rather it was fraud that made necessary the closest
 scrutiny of the grants and all the documents and other evidence offered in
 their behalf and equally close scrutiny of public officials of both the Mexi
 can and American governments in the trials of the claims. It was the anxiety
 of the claimants to engross the most desirable land, no matter whether their

 disenos so provided, to enlarge upon the leagues or acreage intended, to
 insist upon the right to determine with the official surveyor where the lines

 were to go. It was their disinclination to hasten the final adjudication of
 their claims and their delay in and litigation over surveying which assured
 them the use, profits, and rents of lands the courts might take from them
 either because of the invalidity of their grants or because they were excess
 lands outside the proper boundaries of their claims.76
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 NOTES

 i. 9 Stat., 631 and 10 Stat., 612; Congressional Globe, 33 Cong., 2 Sess., 114.

 2. I have examined the political maneuvering of those who favored easy and swift
 confirmation of California land claims, particularly Thomas Hart Benton and John
 C. Fremont, and the conservative coalition of Whigs and Democrats who preferred
 to leave to the courts the entire adjudication in "The Adjudication of Spanish

 Mexican Land Claims in California," Huntington Library Quarterly, 21 (May, 1958),
 213 ff.

 3. My calculation from Ogden Hoffman, Report of Land Claims Determined in
 the United States District Court for the Northern District of California (San Fran
 cisco, 1862), appendix. Notwithstanding some errors and incompleteness the ap
 pendix, with its index of ranchos and of claimants and the Table of Land Claims, is a
 starting point for any analysis of the claims. For the characterization of the "eleventh
 hour" grants see Hoffman's appended statements to the Cambuston decision in Fed
 eral Cases Comprising Cases Argued in the Circuit and District Courts . . . XXV, 274.

 4. 9 U.S. Stat., 929-930.
 5. In United States v. Sutherland, Justice Robert G. Grier said the United States

 was bound by treaty and the Court had no discretion "to enlarge or curtail" the
 grants "to suit our own sense of propriety or defeat just claims. .. ."

 6. Acts of July 4, 1836, and June 2, 1858, 5 Stat., 126 and 11 Stat., 294. On five
 separate occasions Congressional committees passed upon the Dubuque-Chouteau
 claim for 148,000 arpents in Missouri-Iowa; four reports were favorable and the fifth
 was a minority favorable report.

 7. On the adjudication of private land claims in the older states see Henry L.
 Coles, Jr., "The Confirmation of Foreign Land Titles in Louisiana," Louisiana
 Historical Quarterly, 38 (October, 1955), I # ; Paul W. Gates, "Private Land Claims
 in the South," Journal of Southern History, 22 (May, 1956), 183 ff.; Paul W. Gates,

 History of Public Land Law Development (Washington, 1968), 87 ff.; Francis
 Philbrick, Laws of Indian Territory, 1801-1809, and Laws of the Illinois Territory,
 1809-1818 (Illinois Historical Collections, vols. 21 and 25, Springfield, Illinois, 1930
 1950) in their long introductions contain much information on the adjudication of
 claims in Indiana and Illinois.

 8. 9 Stat., 631.

 9. Ogier rarely prepared written opinion with citations to legal precedents as did
 Hoffman, and the basis of his decisions is more difficult to grasp. The inventory of
 his estate of 1861 showed that he was in debt to Abel Stearns for $4,250 with interest
 of iVi% a month. Two of Stearns' ranchos?Laguna for 13,388 acres and Alamitos
 for 28,027 acres?were confirmed by Ogier in 1856 and 1857. George Cosgrave, Early
 California Justice: The History of the United States District Court For the Southern
 District of California, 1849-1944 (San Francisco, 1948), 33 ff.

 Ogier was also in debt to the amount of $1,800 to John Parrott, a prominent
 banker of San Francisco. Pacificus Ord, Federal District Attorney for the Southern
 District of California, and Ogier were in Washington, urging the Attorney General
 to allow the dismissal of all land cases confirmed by Ogier. Attorneys of claimants
 appearing before Ogier early learned that gifts of brandy, sherry, and cigars to him
 and to Ord eased the path to victory. Parrott to Stearns, June 7, 1861, and Ord to
 Stearns, September 4, 1856, Stearns MSS., Huntington Library; Frederick Billings to
 Halleck and Peachy, January 8, and 26, 1857, UCLA.

 The most serious charges against Ogier were not his borrowing from persons
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 bringing claims before him, his fondness for liquor and acceptance of gifts from
 attorneys, his absence while lobbying in Washington in behalf of claimants, but were
 his predilection in favor of claims, his inertia, his unwillingness to write out more
 than a few of his decisions, his approval of a two league claim without even reading
 the decree, and his contradictory decrees. Copy of letter of David Jacks, November,
 1866, to C. Cole, Huntington Library; San Francisco Daily Evening Post, January 8,

 March 8, and April 20, 1876.
 10. Although the three appointments were made in September and October, 1851,

 the Board did not have a quorum in California until January 5, 1852. House Reports,
 33 Cong., 2 Sess., serial 808, no. 1, p. 2.

 11. There is much material on the Virginia land claims and Hall's investigation in
 the McCullough Foundation, North Bennington, Vermont. See also House Reports,
 26 Cong., 1 Sess., vol. 2, serial 371, no. 436.

 12. William Garrett, Reminiscences of Public Men in Alabama for Thirty Years
 (Atlanta, 1872), 169-170.

 13. Letter of J. L. Folsom, administrator of the huge Leidesdorff estate, January,
 no day, 1852, to A. C. Peachy, Leidesdorff Papers, Huntington Library.

 14. Cong. Globe, September 11, 1850, 31 Cong., 1 Sess., 1776. Fillmore had earlier
 appointed Joseph R. Ingersoll of Pennsylvania, Austin F. Hopkins of Alabama, and
 James Harlan of Kentucky as comissioners, but all had declined. Senate Executive
 Journals, 8:310, 315.

 15. S. G. Griffin, History of the Town of Keene (Keene, New Hampshire, 1904),
 664-667; Senate Executive Journals, 8:450-451. One Whig from Maryland opposed
 and the antislavery Democrat from New Hampshire, Hale, supported the nomina
 tion. Gustavus Henry of Tennessee was nominated on August 31, 1852, to replace

 Wilson but declined to serve, and John L. Helm of Kentucky was nominated for
 the spot on February 14, 1853, but was not confirmed. Sen. Ex. Journals, 8:451 and
 9:34

 16. James T. Stratton in General Land Office, Annual Report (1875), 286.
 17. Organization, Acts and Regulations of the U.S. Land Commissioners for

 California, with the Opinions of Commissioners Hall and Wilson on the Regulation
 to Allow Adverse Claimants to Intervene in the Original Cases; and Commissioner
 Thornton's Opinion Dessenting from that Regulation, listed in R. E. and R. G.
 Cowari, Bibliography of the History of California (San Francisco, 1933), 374; Hiland
 Hall, February 14, and 17, 1852, to Trenor Park, Hall-Park-McCullough MSS., John
 McCullough Mansion, North Bennington; W. J. Eames, October 27, 1852, to Larkin,
 Larkin Letters, IX, 149. Harry J .Thornton, October 25, 1862, to Hall; Joseph P.
 Thompson, January 15, 1853 to Abel Stearns, Stearns MSS., Huntington Library;
 San Francisco Herald, October 10, 1852.

 18. Cong. Globe, 32 Cong., 1 Sess., July 20, 1852, p. 1852.
 19. Alta California, September 20, 1852. Campbell resigned after serving for a

 year and was replaced by Seth B. Farwell of Illinois. Senate Executive Journal, IX,
 62, 67, 326.

 20. The Californian of December 24, and 30, 1852, expressed the fear that the
 confirmation of the Fremont-Mariposa claim by the Commission on December 27,
 1852, assured that every claim would be confirmed. The paper called the government
 law agent Robert Greenhow, a "mere cipher," who was unable to "adduce any
 evidence of a rebutting or explanatory character," and doubted that with the
 "pertinacity" with which claims were rushed and the favorable rulings of the
 Commission any claims would be rejected unless its course were arrested. Greenhow
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 may not have been an able lawyer, but he was one of the few officials who was
 familiar with the Spanish language, having been a translator in the Department of
 State, as well as a prolific writer of histories.

 21. Hoffman's summary of the 70th case, which was rejected by the Commission,
 may be in error for it shows the decision was arrived at in an unusually rapid time.
 My guess, which I have not been able to confirm, is that the decision in the Temescal
 case was rendered after the Whigs had left the Commission and that Hoffman made
 an error in chronology, as he did in more than one instance. A report of the House
 Committee Public Lands shows that 72 cases had been decided by April 23, 1853, but
 I cannot reconcile that figure with Hoffman's summaries of each individual land
 claims. House Reports, 33 Cong., 2 Sess., serial 808, no. 1, p. 3.

 22. I have followed the previously cited House Report. Theodore H. Hittell,
 History of California (4 vols., San Francisco, 1898), iii, 695, summarized the entire
 work of the Commission as follows: 514 claims confirmed, 280 rejected, 19 dis
 continued.

 23. Larkin said the new board was "very hard" on titles, causing him to look up
 more witnesses that he had thought necessary. Letter to John Bidwell, October 30,
 1853, Bidwell MSS., California State Library.

 24. June Barrows, "An American Chronicle" (McCullough Art Gallery, North
 Bennington, Vermont), 225; George P. Hammond, The Larkin Papers (10 vols.,
 Berkeley, California, 1951-1964), ix, 145, 234; Hoffman, Reports of Land Cases,
 passim; [James Wilson] Claim of Senor Don Jose Y Limantour to Four Leagues of
 Land in the County Adjoining and Near the City of San Francisco, California (San
 Francisco, 1853). The Sacramento Bee, a pro-settler paper, reported on December 6,
 1859, that Thomas Browder and James Wilson had been asked to leave Santa Cruz

 County within three days under penalty of personal chastisement. Browder was
 charged with searching for defects in titles, purchasing adverse claims for specu
 lative purposes, and blackmailing owners. "This is the meanest business," worse than
 being a hangman, it declared. By taking up with Limantour, Wilson had incurred
 the wrath of land owners both in and outside of San Francisco.

 25. A number of claims were submitted by attorneys such as Halleck, Jones,
 Strocle, Peachy, and Carpentier to protect their share as fee and were generally not
 pressed beyond the Commission. A few claims were filed and numbered but were
 never taken up by the Commission. Still others were not filed before the Land Com
 mission went out of existence and do not appear among the 813.

 26. Hoffman, Reports on Land Cases, 116-124; Appendix to Journals of the
 Senate and Assembly, 16th Session, 1866, vol. iii. Pico's land agent is reported to have
 said in 1857 that the lands would not be sold over the heads of settlers but men
 tioned no price for which they could buy their tracts. Sacramento Union, January
 21, 1857.

 27. Principal reversals were Vallejo-Suscol (60 leagues), Vallejo-Yulupa (3
 leagues), Teschemacher-Lupyomi (16 leagues), Sutter (22 leagues), n leagues each
 of Andres Pico, Henry Cambuston, and Jose Castro, and the three league Bokon
 claim in San Francisco. The total acreage in these 21 claims in which the Supreme
 Court reversed Hoffman is 891,320. This is aside from the influence of Stanton and
 Black before Hoffman in the district court. In a somewhat bombastic report justify
 ing the large expenditures involved in sending Stanton and James Buchanan, Jr., to
 the Pacific Coast Black summarized the weaknesses of the claims he and Stanton had

 persuaded the courts to overthrow. House Executive Documents, 36 Cong., 1 Sess.,
 vol. 12, serial 1056, no. 84, 30-40. This was printed in full except for the accounting
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 of funds in Alta California, June 30, 1862. Black held both Hoffman and District
 Attorney Peter Delia Torre in high regard but was aware that it was the laxity of
 former district attorneys which had permitted claims to gain approval of the Com
 mission and the district court. Of Hoffman he said: "The high character of Judge
 Hoffman, for ability as well as of integrity, entitles every opinion of his to profound
 respect."

 It was in the report just cited (p. 39) that Black complained that the act of May
 18, 1858, "for the prevention and punishment of frauds in the land titles in Cali
 fornia" had not been enforced "against any of the numerous persons" who had
 falsely made, altered, forged, or counterfeited documents submitted for land claims
 or who should submit claims based on such spurious documents. Possibly the punish
 ment for such action?up to ten years in prison and $10,000 fine?may have detered
 prosecution, but Black thought the time would come "when some of the guilty
 parties should be made to feel the majesty of the Law."

 Though compelled to accept Chief Justice Taney's relaxation in the Fremont
 Mariposa case of previous requirements in the handling of private land claims, Judge
 Hoffman was never intellectually convinced of its soundness. When, therefore, in
 the Cambuston case Justice Samuel Nelson of the Supreme Court rejected his
 grounds for confirming the claim and remanded the case back to the district court
 for further consideration, Hoffman, perhaps smarting from the reversal, rendered
 one of his most careful decisions on land claims. The issues Nelson had raised (61
 U.S. reports 64) about the claim were easily disposed of, though at considerable
 length, and he then found for rejection the fact that Henry Cambuston, a French
 man, had not been naturalized and under Mexican law was not entitled to receive a
 direct grant from the government. Hoffman appended to his second Cambuston
 decision a fascinating note indicating his reasons for rejecting the Fremont claim and
 showing how the Taney decision overturning his position had involved the courts in
 the greatest of difficulties in separating questionable claims having the least equities
 from the sounder and more equitable claims. Hoffman was aware, as most writers on
 California land claims have not been, that Taney's decision permitted the approval of
 a number of major claims that by previous precedents should have been rejected. For
 this reason the Fremont decision became "the most important and the leading case on
 this branch of the law, and has exercised a controlling influence on all subsequent
 decisions of this court." By 1858 and 18^9 that precedent had been greatly weakened
 under the powerful blows of Attorney General Black and special attorney Edwin M.
 Stanton, but was to be revived after 1863 by the legal sophistries of Justice Field. For
 the second Hoffman decision and the note see 2$ Federal Cases Comprising Cases
 Argued and Determined in the Circuit and District Courts of the United States,
 266-277.

 28. Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of California (7 vols., 1888), VI, 576-581;
 Josiah Royce, California from the Conquest in 1846 to the Second Vigilance Com
 mittee in San Francisco (New York, 1948), 360-383. Robert Glass Cleland, History of
 California: The American Period (New York, 1922), 411-412, and Cattle on a
 Thousand Hills: Southern California, 1850-1888 (San Marino, 1951), 40; John Walton
 Caughey, California (Engelwood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1964), 309.

 Two recent writers?Andrew F. Rolle, California (New York, 1963), and Leonard
 Pitt, The Decline of the Californios (Berkeley, 1970), have confused the issues re
 volving around the Mexican grants. Rolle seems to offer Henry George's indictment
 of the California grants (which he slightly garbles and attributes to Progress and
 Poverty, published in 1880, when actually it is from George's Our Land and Land
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 Policy, published in 1871) as an alternative to the judicial test of the claims in the
 Act of 1851. But Rolle did not read his Henry George carefully. George was no
 advocate of easy confirmation of the full acreage of the claims. He felt that the
 claimants should have patented to them only the immediate improvements they had
 made on their claims, which in most cases would have been only the land immedi
 ately around their headquarters, if they had any. For the balance of their claims they
 would be paid a small consideration and the land should become a part of the public
 domain where it would be open to settlers. George was troubled at the long delay in
 approving the claims which he blames for the owners not getting "any commen
 surate benefit" from them. Actually the claimants had full use of all claims, including
 those subsequently rejected, until the court of last resort had spoken, as he later
 shows. George did express the usual sympathy for the original claimant because of
 the delay in gaining patents, but only because he felt that the combination of inade
 quate capital to develop the land and rising tax burdens would have compelled them
 to sell to developers.

 Pitts' account also shows considerable confusion. He thinks the five years the
 Land Commission took to adjudicate the 813 cases was "far too long," whereas the
 facts suggest that more time should have been given to the matter. He fails to recog
 nize that both Larkin and Stearns were misled into taking an interest in dubious and
 ultimately rejected claims. His chief failure is in assuming that the grants at the time
 the Land Commission began to function were in the hands of the Californios
 (equated with Mexicans), whereas it is shown herein that 133 were granted to non

 Mexicans and 213 originally granted to Mexicans had been conveyed to non-Mexi
 cans. His data on page 118 is hopelessly confused. Another recent writer has even
 accused Caleb Cushing and Jeremiah Black, successively attorneys general in the
 southern, pro-slavery dominated administrations of Franklin Pierce and James
 Buchanan, of being "captivated" by the squatter influence and assuming that "all
 California titles were spurious." Frank Stanger, South From San Francisco: San
 Mateo County, California (San Mateo, 1963), 48.

 29. Biddle Boggs v. Merced Mining Co., and Moore v. Shaw, 7 California Reports,
 328; 14 California Reports, 380; and 17 California Reports, 199; Robert McCloskey
 in Leon Friedman and Fred L. Isreal, editors, The Justices of the United States
 Supreme Court, 1789-1969, Their Lives and Major Opinions (4 vols., New York,
 1969), II, 1072.

 30. In Thohipson & West, History of Santa Barbara & Ventura Counties, Califor
 nia (Howell-North reprint, 1961), 213, it is stated that Stephen J. Field, then a circuit
 judge of California, held 521 shares in the San Buenaventura Mission tract of 48,822
 acres along with other influential Californians, including Timothy G. Phelps,
 collector and later one term member of Congress (195 shares), Edward F. Beale,
 ex-U.S. Surveyor General (300 shares), and Jerry S. Black, ex-U.S. Attorney General
 (130 shares). A move to have the U.S. Attorney General examine the title of San

 Buenaventura Mission in the Senate failed of adoption.
 31. Stephen J. Field, Personal Reminiscences of Early Days in California (New

 York, 1968), 125.
 32. Alta California, August 22, 1862.

 33. Interestingly, in 1868 Davis delivered an opinion striking down the Roland
 11 league claim on the San Joaquin River, with Justices Miller and Field dissenting.

 A year later Field, with Davis, Clifford, and Swayne dissenting, confirmed the
 Huecos claim of Roland and Hornsby which, if Field had had his way on the San
 Joaquin claim, would have given Roland a share of 31 leagues of land. As it was, his
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 joint right with other parties was confirmed to 20 leagues. In other cases it appears
 that some justices were reluctant to accept Field's broad interpretation of property
 rights in land claims. Field's insistence that the claimant had full right to the sole use
 of the land in his claim, no matter how notoriously defective it was, until the courts
 rejected it was most resented by land hungry Californians and made him highly
 unpopular in California.

 34. Sacramento Bee, July 28, 1857.
 35. Paul W. Gates, "California's Embattled Settlers," California Historical Society

 Quarterly, XLI (June, 1962), 99-130, and "Pre-Henry George Land Welfare in
 California," C.H.S.Q., XLVI (June, 1967), 121-148.

 36. J. W. Mandeville, San Francisco, July 12, i860, to Joseph S. Wilson, Surveyor
 General Files, National Archives.

 37. Senate Reports, 43 Cong., 2 Sess., serial 1632, no. 666\ San Francisco Daily
 Evening Post, February 19 and 28, 1876, Helen D. Crystal, "The 'Tolenas' or Armijo
 Grant," paper prepared in course of Professor H. E. Bolton, Bancroft Library. A
 similar case involved settlers who had been permitted to preempt their claims and
 pay for the land after they had resided on it for six and seven years, only to learn in
 1865 that a patent for the Visitacion rancho had been given to H. R. Payson for
 5,473 acres, including the settlers' patented land. House Reports, 45 Cong., 2 Sess.
 (1878), vol. 4, serial 1825, no. 811.

 38. Alta California, November 21, 1862.

 39. Ogden Hoffman, Reports of Land Cases, 161.

 40. Alta California, December 10, 1861.

 41. Hoffman, Reports of Land Cases, 210; 63 U.S. Reports, 286. Jimeno's eleven
 league Jimeno rancho, which had passed into the hands of Larkin by the time it
 reached Judge Hoffman, was confirmed by Hoffman on July 5, 1855, just 44 days
 after the Land Commission had approved another grant to Jimeno, the four league
 Santa Paula y Saticoy in Santa Barbara County. It was then owned by J. P. Davidson.
 Neither district attorney nor judge in the Northern and Southern District noted the
 error in sanctioning more than eleven leagues in direct grants to anyone, and both
 were patented. The second of these Jimeno grants seems not to have been appealed,
 though had it been it would probably have made no difference for Judge Ogier was
 not inclined to raise questions. It was on such laxity by land agents, district attorneys,
 and the judges that some large claims got by without justification. Hartnell seem
 ingly was the only grantee or holder of grants against whom the eleven league
 restriction was invoked.

 Although Mexican law limited direct grants to eleven leagues, American courts
 were not finicky about allowing the acreage to run well over the 48,708 acre limita
 tion. Thus the two direct grants to Nicholas A. Den in Santa Barbara County (San

 Marcos and Don Pueblos) were confirmed for a total of 51,118 acres instead of
 48,708. There were numerous other instances. Although direct grants for ranchos
 were limited to eleven leagues, other grants for money were larger. It should be
 added that though numerous grants included the provision that they were not to be
 sold, the American courts completely disregarded this and confirmed as many as
 five assigned claims to the same individual (Jose de la Guerra), with total acreage
 running to more than 200,000 acres or up to 45 leagues.

 42. Thomas O. Larkin prepared a list of 285 British and American citizens who
 resided in California prior to 1840. A hasty inspection of the list reveals that at least
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 35 grants were either made to persons on the list or were acquired by them. John A.

 Hawgood, First and Last Consul Thomas Oliver Larkin and the Americanization of
 California (San Marino, 1962), 109-118.

 43. With some exceptions I have relied on H. H. Bancroft, Register of Pioneer
 Inhabitants of California, 1542-1848 (now conveniently published separately from
 his great History of California).

 44. Here and elsewhere in this paper I have followed Bancroft in not being able
 to determine that the three grants were not made to the same John Roland and part
 ners. See his Pioneer Register and Index, 702.

 45. United States v. Throckmorton, 98 U.S. Reports, 61; Alta California, June 1,
 1876. The case against the Sausalito patent was dismissed partly on the technical
 ground that the Attorney General of the United States, rather than the district
 attorney was not a party in it.

 46. Donald Munro Craig, editor, William Robert Garner, Letters From California,
 1846-1847 (Berkeley, 1970), 181,

 47. A check of Sonoma County claims, as shown in History of Sonoma County
 (San Francisco, 1880), 146-159, reveals that 29 claims were presented by non-Spanish
 speaking people and 15 were presented by Spanish speaking people.

 48. Castine in the Sacramento Union, January 21, 1863, February 27, 1864, and
 March 22, 1865.

 49. David O. Shattuck, the attorney for the claimants was apparently the peti
 tioner asking for additional time in which to submit the claims. House Reports, 33
 Cong., 1 Sess., January 26, 1854, serial 742, no. 70. Act of February 23, 1854 I0 U.S.
 Stat., 268. As late as 1884 only 7 of the Napa subdivisions had been confirmed and
 Congress was considering legislation that would make possible the final settlement
 and acceptance of the boundaries of the remaining 22. House Reports, 48 Cong.,
 1 Sess., vol. 2, serial 2254, no- 3^?

 50. Act of July 17, 1854, 10 U.S. Stat., 784; Stockton Weekly Democrat, February
 7, 21, 28, 1858. Juan M. Luco, who with Jose L. Luco was seeking confirmation of the

 Ulpines claim, wrote Abel Stearns on November 18, 1857, stating that he had an
 abundance of pasturage and proposing Stearns enter into a partnership with him for
 the pasturing of 1500 head of cattle. Stearns MSS., Huntington Library.

 51. 64 U.S. Reports, 543.

 52. Senate Reports, 37 Cong., 2 Sess., April 3, 1862, serial 1125, no. 31; Act of
 April 25, 1862, 12 U.S. Stat., 902; 67 U.S. Reports, 598; Bancroft Scraps, 43:248.

 53. Paul W. Gates, "The Suscol Principle, Preemption and California Latifundia,"
 Pacific Historical Review, 39 (November, 1970), 453 ff. Since writing the story of
 Suscol, Justice Stephen J. Field, Personal Reminiscences (189-190) has come to my
 attention, in which he expressed his malignant feeling against public and private
 individuals with whom he had been in contention. Representative George W. Julian,
 a principal leader in the movement for free homesteads and defender of settlers
 against spoilsman trying to take advantage of public land laws to engross large areas,
 was one against whom Field's venom was expressed. Julian had led the defense of the
 settlers on Suscol, had shown how the land office decisions had been contrary to law
 Vallejo purchasers in-later actions and Field was greatly troubled that out of the
 but had failed to prevent the adoption of the Suscol Act of 1863, giving to the buyers
 of the Vallejo title the right of "preempting" the land they claimed in unlimited
 amounts. Julian was critical of the Supreme Court for upholding the title of the
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 Suscol difficulty a memorial was introduced in the House calling for his impeach
 ment. This scarcely justified, however, his saying it was generally believed that
 Julian, in the event of success, was to have a portion of the land saved for settlers.
 Senate Journal, 42 Cong., 2 Sess., February 12, 1872, 318.

 54. The three special acts applied to the buyers of the Galbreath-Bolsa de Tomales
 claim, the Pico-Mission San Jose claim, and the Brown-Laguna de Santos Calle claim.
 13 Stat., 136, 372 and 534; 14 Stat., 218. I have not yet been able to work out com
 pletely the many entries of land or attempts at entering land the Act of 1866 per
 mitted on rejected claims. Buyers of the six league Samuel J. Hensley claim (Aguas
 Nievas) were able to purchase government title to tracts ranging from 157 to 436
 acres and the heirs of Robert L. Carlisle 8,701 acres near Gilroy; at the same time the
 three claims for which special statutes were enacted went to the earlier buyers of the
 claimants' title. On the other hand, the Luco right to sell their huge Ulpines claim
 and for their buyers to repurchase from the United States was denied by the local
 land officers, possibly because much of the land had already been selected by the
 State and acquired from it by the influential J. F. Houghton. Luco continued to sell,
 however. Sacramento Union, May n, 1867, and Bancroft Scraps, 43:187.

 55. Lobbyists began their efforts in Congress in 1863: Bancroft Scraps (Bancroft
 Library), 43:135. The conflicting claimants for Arroyo de San Antonio finally man
 aged to settle their destructive conflict and began a campaign to induce Congress to
 reopen their claim and allow it to be tried again in the district court. Their activities
 deeply troubled the people of Petaluma which was laid out on the tract who feared
 they would have all their titles upset. The California Senate adopted a concurrent
 resolution urging the defeat of the Latham Bill but it was not adopted by the House.
 Bancroft Scraps, 43:138. Finally, in 1872, a measure providing for a new trial of the
 claim was adopted, but in the event of confirmation, the owners were to be given
 scrip of a unique character because it could be located on any public land not other

 wise claimed or reserved: 17 U.S. Stat., 649, Gates, "California's Agricultural College
 Lands," Pacific Historical Review, XXX (May, 1961), 114 ff.

 ?6. Parsons had been a state district judge for a short time and had attacked the
 liberty of the press as licentious and had been a leader of the Bulkhead Bill lobby

 which had made him unpopular in San Francisco. John T. Shuck, History of the
 Bench and Bar of California (Los Angeles, 1901), 476-478. Thomas R. Bard to John
 R. Green, August 4, 1867, in Historical Society of Southern California, Publications,
 X (1915-1917), 62; W. H. Hutchinson, Oil, Land and Politics: The California Career
 of Thomas Robert Bard (2 vols., Norman, Oklahoma, 1965), 1; map on 66, showing
 the location of the owned and leased ranchos.

 57. Henry N. Crop, Public Land Laws . . . With the Important Decisions (Wash
 ington, D.C., 1875), 591 ff.

 58. Thompson & West, History of Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties, 201,
 holds that Prietos should have been rejected because of conflicting and inadequate
 documentation.

 59. Cong. Globe, 41 Cong., 2 Sess., July 6, 1870, 5241-5243.

 60. Hutchinson, Oil, Land and Politics, 1:72.

 61. Commissioner of General Land Office, Annual Report, 1886, p. 25.

 62. Congressional Record, 45 Cong., 3 Sess., January 17, 1879, p. 533; Act of
 January 29, 1879, 20 Stat., 593. In the Stearns MSS. there is a letter in Spanish of
 Pablo Apis, Temecula, August 10, 1852, to Stearns about livestock and clothing Apis
 wished to purchase.
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 63. Albert Dibblee to A. T. Britton, November 7, 1870, March 31 and July 27,

 1871, Dibblee MSS., Bancroft Library.
 64. Smith & Redington to Albert Dibblee, February 4, 12, August 2, 1876; Thomas

 B. Dibblee to Albert Dibblee, February 16, and March 22, and 31, 1876; San Fran
 cisco Daily Evening Post, March 21, 1876.

 6^. Dibblee to Albert D. Dibblee, April 29, 1876.
 66. To A. Dibblee, March 22, 1876.

 67. San Francisco Daily Evening Post, April 10, 17, 20, 28, June 2, 7 12, 1876; In
 the Matter of the Ranch o Canada de Guadaloupe La Visitacion Y Rodeo Vie jo.

 Argument of Mr. Edmond L. Goold in Resistence of the Application to Institute
 Proceeding in Chancery to Cancel Patent (Washington, 1876), as given in R. E.
 Cowan, Bibliography of the History of California, ii, 343; William S. Robertson,
 Iturbide of Mexico, (New York, 1968), 304, 305.

 68. House Reports, 45 Cong., 2 Sess., 1878, vol. 4, serial 1825, no. 812.

 69. Senate Reports, 45 Cong., 2 Sess., 1878, serial 1789, no. 148. Juan Cordero, who
 was listed in the census of i860 as having land worth $1,000 and livestock worth
 $7,600 but whether he was Juan C. who was one of the heirs of Miguel is not clear.
 Thompson & West. History of Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties, 122; San
 Francisco Daily Evening Post, March 21, 1876.

 70. Dibblee, to Albert Dibblee, June 20, 1878.

 71. James K. Redington to Dibblee, March 18, May 10, and August 13, 1878.

 72. The McGarrahan-Panoche Grande claim probably received more attention
 of Congress than any other private land claim. For discussions on the bill to allow
 appeal to the Court of Claims in the second session of the 52nd Congress see the
 Congressional Record, variously from 136 to 630. Robert J. Parker, "William
 McCarrahan's Tanoche Grande Claim,' " Pacific Historical Review, 5 (September,
 1936), 212 ff.

 73. General Land Office, Annual Report, 1887, 545-546.

 74. San Francisco Daily Evening Post, July 6, 25, 1876. As late as 1888 and 1889
 Senator W. M. Stewart of Nevada introduced a harassing resolution calling upon
 the Attorney General to provide the Senate with information on "suits to vacate
 land patents," mentioning particularly Raymundo, Pulgas, Buri Buri in San Mateo
 County, Corte de la Madera Presidio, and Canada de Guadalupe Visitacion y Rodeo
 Vie jo in San Francisco County. Senate Journal, 50 Cong., 1 Sess., serial 2503, pp. 541,
 837, 852 and Senate Journal, 50 Cong., 2 Sess., serial 2609, 113.

 75. Cong. Record, 45 Cong., 3 Sess., 1878-1879, 1088, 1092, Luttrell charged that
 Timothy G. Phelps had acquired 2,183 acres of the disputed land stated to be worth
 from $250 to $500 an acre and when in Congress in 1861-1863 had used his influence
 with Attorney General Edward Bates to dismiss an appeal to the Supreme Court in
 opposition to the survey. Bates had dismissed the appeal it was said in the fear that
 without so doing so California might join the confederacy. The charge may be far
 fetched but Calif ornians had it in for Phelps who had led the fight for the Suscol
 bill, discussed above.

 76. This latter point is brought out in the Annual Report of Commissioner Willis
 Drummond of the General Land Office, 1872, p. 64. Drummond was convinced that
 if the section requiring the claimant to pay for the survey were repealed and the
 government proceeded speedily to make the surveys the settlement of the private
 land claims would be materially advanced.
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